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AIRBOSS
MOLDED GLOVE

ULTIMATE
CBRN PROTECTION



Textured finish for
optimized grip

Use with the Molded AirBoss
Lightweight Overboot (MALO) for

the ultimate CBRN protection

CoolMax Lycra
removable inner liners

Specifications
SIZE AND NSN
Small 8415-21-921-2165 
Medium Narrow 8415-21-921-2166
Medium 8415-21-921-2167 
Large Narrow 8415-21-921-2169 
Large 8415-21-921-2170 
X-Large Narrow 8415-21-921-2171
X-Large 8415-21-921-2172 

MATERIAL
Black, seamless bromobutyl rubber

CONSTRUCTION
Ambidextrous, textured finish on  
fingertips and palms, ribbed joints

WEIGHT
4.76 oz (135 g) per pair  
(size L, not including liners)

SHELF LIFE
15 years in original packaging

PACKAGING
Low profile vacuum packed in clear plastic

STORAGE
-58°F to 140°F (-50°C to 60°C)

OPERATIONAL RANGE
-49ºF to 158ºF (-45ºC to 70ºC)

CE CERTIFICATE
CE 0598

• Lightweight, rugged, and durable construction for low-burden  
protection, increased mobility, and improved readiness.

• Provides chemical warfare agent, toxic industrial material, biological 
agent, and radiological particulate protection.

• Glove exterior has a matte and powdered finish. Textured grasp areas 
and ribbed joints provide optimized grip, comfort, and dexterity.

• CoolMax Lycra liners provide added comfort, and their ambidextrous 
design allows for easy donning and doffing, ensuring quick response  
in any event.

• Available in seven sizes covering 95% of the population, providing  
an optimal fit for any user.

• Interoperable and proven with the current U.S. JSLIST and  
numerous other CBRN ensembles, allowing for flexible applications  
in multiple environments.

OPTIONAL: Touchscreen liners provide all the wicking and comfort 
enhancement of the standard liners but are woven with silver threading 
to allow for touchscreen use while wearing the AMG. 
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AirBoss Molded Glove (AMG) 
The AMG is a non-flame resistant CBRN glove designed specifically to protect our warfighters and first responders, 
providing the ultimate safety, comfort, and dexterity demanded by those operating in hazardous environments. 
Injection molded using bromobutyl rubber, the AMG fits better, dons faster, and lasts longer than dipped gloves. 
With a full line of traditional and touchscreen liners, the AMG continues to be the battle-proven CBRN glove of 
choice for militaries and first responders worldwide.


